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LFCG is now preparing to increase our presence in Bergen 

and its surrounding regions. We at LFCG feel it is a natural 

expansion and in accordance with our strategy to have 

representation throughout Norway within 2020.

LFCG are looking for a business partner, service partner or 

investing partner, who are looking at and view geographi-

cal growth as a savvy business move. Meaning we are loo-

king for businesses who rather than compromising on the 

quality of their services by diversifying too much, rather 

expand into new markets.

LFCG`s business models guarantee our potential partner 

enough turnover to ensure the new partner is break even 

in this new market from the get-go. LFCG will also assist in 

providing proper operational facilities such as offices and 

internet.

For partners from abroad, LFCG will also assist in establis-

hing a local branch, NUF (Norwegian branch of a foreign 

company,) with bank accounts and other necessary ser-

vices.   

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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KEY
INFORMATION

Price: € 22 000,-  

Startup date: 3 months after signed contract 

Other partners: Top four in their niches  

Exclusivity: One partner only 
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LFCG EXPECTATIONS
FOR OUR NEW PARTNER

We expect our partners to be ambitious

We expect our partners to know and master their trade
 
We expect our partner to be talented in their trade 

We expect our partners to be good at implementation
 
We expect our partners to be good at communication

We expect our partners to have trustworthy presents

Our partners can expect a steady flow of new clients 

Our partners can expect to be part of the 20% ser-
vice providers in our common markets
 
Our partners can expect to be associated with the 
top tier consultants in our common markets

Our partners can expect the growth they deserve
 
Our partners can expect to be invited with LFCG into 
new markets 

Our partners can expect to be a sought after service 
provider

PARTNER EXPECTATIONS
FOR LFCG
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MARKET
DESCRIPTION

20-60-20, the modern market 

There is the top section which contains 10-20% of the company's, they are experiencing im-

mense growth at rates of 30-40% annually.

Then there is the midsection in the market which accounts for about 60% of the companies 

who are on a small but steady decline.  

And then there is the bottom section, which also accounts for 10-20%. They are basically on 

their way out and losing. 

 • Our service partners are working with clients from the top section and the once that 

aspires to get to the top section from the midsection. 
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Client Description

50-50, the clients

On the left side of the axes, we can find the innovators, early users, and early majority. These 

companies represent about 50% of the market. Their common traits are; knowledge about their 

needs, ambitions regarding their position in the market, always on the lookout on ways to improve 

as a company and willingness to pay for the right service. On the right side we find the companies 

whose common traits are that they buy a service because they have too, they don't really know 

what they are buying, price is the most important factor, they don't generate added sales and they 

don't really utilize the service do to a lack of basic understanding. 

Inovators
2,5%
Early users
12,5%

Early majority
35,0%

Lagdders
12,0%

Late majority
38,0%

 • Our service partners are working with clients on the left side of the diagram.
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Market leaders

The rest
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Service providers

Clients 

Distribution of Clients

20-80, the service providers 

We have found that 20% of the service providers serve the left side of the market, where 

there are money, ambitions, and references. The other 80% of service providers are dividing 

the other 50% of the market where there is a lack of knowledge, willingness to pay and buy-

ing is done on price and needs.

 • Our service partners are amongst the market leaders
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Bergen, historically Bjørgvin, is a city and 

municipality in Hordaland on the west coast 

of Norway.

At the end of the first quarter of 2018, the 

municipality's population was 280,216, and 

the Bergen metropolitan region has about 

420,000 inhabitants.

Bergen is the second-largest city in Norway. 

The municipality covers 465 square kilome-

ters (180 sq mi) and is on the peninsula of Bergenshalvøyen.

The city center and northern neighborhoods are on Byfjorden, 'the city fjord', and the city is sur-

rounded by mountains; Bergen is known as the 'city of seven mountains'. Many of the extra-mu-

nicipal suburbs are on islands.

Bergen is the administrative center of Hordaland and consists of eight boroughs: Arna, Bergen-

hus, Fana, Fyllingsdalen, Laksevåg, Ytrebygda, Årstad, and Åsane. Trading in Bergen may have 

started as early as the 1020s.

According to tradition, the city was founded in 1070 by king Olav Kyrre and was named Bjørgvin, 

'the green meadow among the mountains'. It served as Norway's capital in the 13th century, 

and from the end of the 13th century became a bureau city of the Hanseatic League. Until 1789, 

WELCOME TO
BERGEN
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Bergen enjoyed exclusive rights to mediate trade between Northern Norway and abroad and it 

was the largest city in Norway until the 1830s when it was overtaken by the capital, Christiania 

(now known as Oslo). What remains of the 

quays, Bryggen, is a World Heritage Site. The 

city was hit by numerous fires over the years. 

The Bergen School of Meteorology was de-

veloped at the Geophysical Institute starting 

in 1917, the Norwegian School of Economics 

was founded in 1936, and the University of 

Bergen in 1946. From 1831 to 1972, Bergen 

was its own county.

In 1972 the municipality absorbed four 

surrounding municipalities and became a 

part of Hordaland county. The city is an international center for aquaculture, shipping, the offsho-

re petroleum industry and subsea technology, and a national center for higher education, media, 

tourism, and finance.

Bergen Port is Norway's busiest in terms of both freight and passengers, with over 300 cruise ship 

calls a year bringing nearly a half a million passengers to Bergen,  a number that has doubled in 

10 years. Almost half of the passengers are German or British. The city's main football team is SK 

Brann and a unique tradition of the city is the buekorps. Natives speak a distinct dialect, known as 

'Bergensk'.

The city features Bergen Airport, Flesland and Bergen Light Rail, and is the terminus of the Bergen 

Line. Four large bridges connect Bergen to its suburban municipalities. Bergen has a mild winter 

climate, though with a lot of precipitation. From December to March, Bergen can be, in rare cases, 

up to 20 °C warmer than Oslo, even 

though both cities are at about 60° 

North.

The Gulf Stream keeps the sea rela-

tively warm, considering the latitude, 

and the mountains protect the city 

from cold winds from the north, 

north-east, and east. 11



Party Name Name in Norwegian Number of
representatives

Labour Party Arveiderpartiet 28

Progress Party Fremskrittspartiet 6

Conservative Party Høyre 15

Christian Democratic Party Kristelig Folkeparti 6

Green Party Miljøpartiet De Grønne 4

Pensioner's Party Pensjonistpartiet 0

Red Party Rødt 2

Centre Party Senterpartiet 1

Sosialist Left Party Sosialistisk Venstreparti 5

Liberal Party Venstre 6

Local List Lokale lister 0

The total number of members: 73

Since 2000, the city of Bergen has been governed by a city government (byråd) based on the prin-

ciple of parliamentarism. The government consists of seven government members called com-

missioners and is appointed by the city council, the supreme authority of the city. After the local 

elections of 2007, the city has been ruled by a right-wing coalition of the Progress Party, the Chris-

tian Democratic Party, and the Conservative Party, each with two commissioners. The Conservative 

Party member Trude Drevland is mayor-on unpaid leave since 1 September 2015, while conserva-

tive Ragnhild Stolt-Nielsen is the leader of the city government,  the most powerful political posi-

tion in Bergen. After the 2015 landslide elections for the Labour party, Marte Mjøs Persen (Labour 

Party) is the new Bergen mayor, and Harald Schjeldrup (Labour Party) the new Bergen governing 

mayor. The Labour Party has formed a new center-left city government including the Labour Party, 

the Liberal Party, and the Christian Democrats.

The municipal council (Kommunestyre) of Bergen is made up of 73 representatives that are elect-

ed to four year terms. Currently, the party breakdown is as follows.

POLITICS &
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
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The city of Bergen was traditionally thought to 

have been founded by king Olav Kyrre, son of 

Harald Hardråde in 1070 AD, four years after 

the Viking Age in England ended with the Battle 

of Stamford Bridge. Modern research has, 

however, discovered that a trading settlement 

had already been established in the 1020s or 

1030s. Bergen gradually assumed the function 

of capital of Norway in the early 13th century, 

as the first city where a rudimentary central 

administration was established.

The city's cathedral was the site of the first 

royal coronation in Norway in the 1150s and continued to host royal coronations throughout the 

13th century. The principal export traded from Bergen was dried cod from the northern Norwe-

gian coast, which started around 1100. The city was granted a monopoly for trade from the north 

of Norway by King Håkon Håkonsson (1217-1263). Was the main reason that the city became one 

of North Europe's largest centers for trade. By the late 14th century, Bergen had established itself 

as the center of the trade in Norway.

The Hanseatic merchants lived in their own separate quarter of the town, where Middle Low Ger-

man was used, enjoying exclusive rights to trade with the northern fishermen who each summer 

sailed to Bergen.

Today, Bergen's old quayside, 

Bryggen, is on UNESCO's list of 

World Heritage Sites In 1349, 

the Black Death was brought 

to Norway by an English ship 

arriving in Bergen. Bergen 

remained one of the largest 

cities in Scandinavia, and it was 

A HISTORICAL BACKDROP
FOR BERGEN
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Norway's biggest city until the 1830s when 

the capital city of Oslo became the largest. 

From around 1600, the Hanseatic domi-

nance of the city's trade gradually declined 

in favor of Norwegian merchants (often of 

Hanseatic ancestry). The Bergen stock ex-

change, the Bergen børs, was established 

in 1813.

Bergen was separated from Hordaland as 

a county of its own in 1831. It was estab-

lished as a municipality on 1 January 1838. 

The rural municipality of Bergen landdis-

trikt was merged with Bergen on 1 January 1877. The rural municipality of Årstad was merged with 

Bergen on 1 July 1915. During World War II, Bergen was occupied on the first day of the German 

invasion on 9 April 1940, after a brief fight between German ships and the Norwegian coastal artil-

lery.

The Norwegian resistance movement groups in Bergen were Saborg, Milorg, "Theta-gruppen", 

Sivorg, Stein-organisasjonen, and the Communist Party. The rural municipalities of Arna, Fana, 

Laksevåg, and Åsane were merged with Bergen on 1 January 1972.

The city lost its status as a separate county on the same date, and Bergen is now a municipality, in 

the county of Hordaland.
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L&F CG works with companies in real estate. We collaborate with several academic institutions 

and translate their, and others, research to impact assessments. These impact assessments 

are then shared with our partners to create business models that meet the needs identified in 

the different impact assessments. Our service and business partners are in the top tier of their 

fields and are recruited especially to make sure our services are as good as they can be.

At LFCG, we pride ourselves on building services streamlined for creating sustainable business 

growth. Our MO (modus operandi) is developing business models that can be implemented in 

any business within our core markets. With a basic “plug and play” and easy to use implement 

function, while at the same time educating our clients in usage and optimization of the service 

at hand.

The core values at LFCG are, therefore:

Mastering

We know our trade to the extent that we can find a way around any obstacle that arises.

Talent

All our professionals have unique expertise with the service they provide trough L&F CG. Talent 

is an x-factor in the production which allows L&F CG as an organization to expect a little more 

and a bit better than from anyone else.

Implementation

We will always deliver accordingly to your expectations, what has been promised, and what is 

possible.

Communication

Good or bad, any deviation from terms, progress, or such. Will be communicated in such a way 

and time that alternative measurements can be implemented.

Presence

We will dress, act, and behave accordingly to any reasonable expectation any of our stakehold-

ers might have for us.

LFCG
BIOGRAPHY
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Marketing and sales are the foundation for every business organic growth. We have developed 

eight unique workshops based upon the latest available research to ensure LFCG clients are rigged 

for maximum organic growth.  

Economy and finance are essential for sustainable growth, without proper and correct funding. A 

company doesn't stand a chance in the modern marketplace. At LFCG we have developed seven 

unique workshops to ensure our clients have the necessary know-how on how to get the funding 

they need. 

Legislations are of the utmost importance to ensure the business stays out of conflict and is prop-

erly protected when dealing with governments, customers, companies, and other stakeholders. At 

LFCG we have developed four unique workshops to ensure our clients are prepared for any obstacle.  

Organizational development  

At a certain point in any organization's lifespan, the way one organizes, recruiters and handles 

itself. Will determine how much the organization potentially can grow. At LFCG we have developed 

seven unique workshops to ensure our clients are rigged for maximum growth.

Proptech and digitalization 

Proptech, fintech, digitization, automation and robotics, it is all happening at breathtaking speed. 

And any organization that can't keep up will easily and fast be left behind. At LFCG we have devel-

oped four unique workshops to ensure our clients stay on top of the digital wave. 

Miscellaneous  

There are always subjects our clients need to know and have a more comprehensive understand-

ing of. That does not fit into any of our classical niches, hence we made an open category of the 

workshop where all those themes could be inserted. We currently have four unique workshops in 

that category. 

THE SERVICES LFGC
WILL PROVIDE IN BERGEN
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Accelerator 

LFCG needed an accelerator to help develop those technological solutions to our client's needs. 

So instead of waiting for someone else to make/build something only similar to our needs, we 

decided to go ahead and develop whatever necessary together with our partners and clients. Thus 

ensuring it is designed for and by the users hence guaranteeing its usage.  

Venture 

In the processes related to developing workshops for our clients, we often stumble upon great 

market opportunities which none of our clients are in a position to engage or tap into. For these 

circumstances, we have created an LFCG venture. LFCG creates joint ventures with our partners 

and clients to ensure those market opportunities are handled properly. 

Madhatter 

Madhatter is derived from venture and accelerators. The sole purpose of LFCG Madhatter is to 

ensure that even tech, projects or business opportunities that are not related to real estate. Gets 

a shot at being realized. As always we will invite all partners and clients for a joint effort to see it 

through.  

BUSINESS PROJECTS LFCG
WILL PROVIDE IN BERGEN
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R&D  

Somewhere between knowledge, information, consumer behavior, behavior economics, leg-

islation, and best practice is where you find LF R&D. We are mapping technological trends, 

international research, politics, global changes and expectations amongst stakeholders. So 

LFCG clients and their stakeholders can have evidence-based data to rely on when plans and 

decisions are made.  

Empowerment  

LFCG Empowerment will assist NGOs, political parties, sports clubs and such with light 

versions of our services for free. This is to ensure that they as important stakeholders in the 

public debate have the necessary information to take an active role and ensure their inter-

ests are heard. 

Education  

Joint ventures and coworking projects with universities to develop courses and educational 

programs that prepare the workforce of tomorrow for the recruitment needs of tomorrow. 

It is the essence of LFCG education. 

Business loyalty  

We designed and built our own loyalty program for two reasons. First and foremost to en-

sure our clients have a competitive edge on their competitors by being more cost-efficient. 

Secondly to ensure that anything that can be automated where automated, providing an 

even better competitive edge.   

Exchange  

At LFCG we believe that the MTF`s that's been popping up in the last ten years is just the 

beginning on more relaxed and efficient listings for midcap companies. The need for a listing 

is all about enabling our clients to liquidate their shares hence being more attractive for 

investors. We are building our exchange on blockchain technology and allowing buying and 

selling of shares with cryptocurrency through certified vendors.

18



THE LFCG
MODUS OPERANDI

How we work our MO

When we have an agreement, the first we will do is to send you an email.

We want to know what you do, how you do it, plans you have for executions, and other questions 

that tell us how you are handling the subject today.

When we have a clear vision on your day to day operations,  we will set up the workshop according 

to your current needs.

The workshop is all about the difference between what you do today and what you should be do-

ing going forward.

After the workshop, you get easy to understand roadmap that outlines activities, routines, and 

other elements that you need to implement.

Why should you belive that our workshop will get you results?

We are not saying our way is always the only way, maybe not even the best way. However, our 

approach is still an effective way. Our way leads to wherever you want to go.

When we develop our services, we always start by looking into the latest research in areas such as:

• Marketing.
• Consumer behavior.
• Economics.
• Legislation.
• Organizational theory.

• Other subjects that can be interesting, as long it is 
related to business growth.

 Then we compare it to global trends such as the green 

movement or sustainability. 

After that, we compare it with technological trends:

• Artificial intelligence.
• Internet of things.
• Machine learning.
• Blockchain.

• Virtual reality.

The list of technologies is both long and evolving. 
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At this point, our expectations on where we can expect growth are crystallizing, but we still have a 

few steps to go. We include local politics. What politicians do, not what they say they do.

 Moreover, as a safety measure, we interview people from the business to see if our findings cor-

relate with their observations or expectations.

If they do, and they always do, we take these findings to our service partners, which by the way we 

have approached because we know they are god working on this subject.

Our service partner makes an impact assessment and a need to do a workshop to handle and get 

in front of the impact.

 Then we, L&F CG, see what impact the changes this workshop creates for other subjects and in-

clude those subjects and activities in the workshop.

The workshop we sell to you is approved and developed by:

• The latest research. 
• The latest global trends. 
• The latest technological trends. 
• Political actions.  
• What your peers are experiencing. 

• Some of the best service providers around.

We are therefore quite confident that our way will get you there  

It's not the only way but a guaranteed working way. 

So although L&F CG might still be a dwarf comparing sizes with more prominent companies.

We are standing on the shoulders of giants, and the view is excellent.
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This Joint Venture Agreement (“Agreement”) is 
made and entered in this [insert date] day of [in-
sert month], 20[insert year], by and between LFCG 
Corporation, Inc., a [insert State of incorporation] 
corporation with its principal place of business at 
[insert Address] (“ABC”) and small business partners 
Corporation, Inc., a [insert State of incorporation] 
corporation with its principal place of business at [in-
sert Address] (“small business partners”) (collectively 
referred to as the “Parties”).

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants 
and agreements set forth in this Agreement, and for 
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt 
and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, 
LFCG and small business partners hereby agree as 
follows:

1.0 Purpose. The purpose of the Joint Venture is to 
penetrate the Real estate market for service provid-
ers in Bergen.

1.1 Name. To this purpose, LFCG and small business 
partners do hereby set forth in this Agreement the 
terms and conditions of their Joint Venture to be 
known as the project Bergen Joint Venture.  

2.0 Managing Venturer. LFCG is the Managing Ven-
turer of the Joint Venture.  

2.1 Project Manager. Arvid Madland Lyngnes is an 
employee of LFCG and is the Project Manager of this 
Joint Venture. He is also responsible for the perfor-
mance of the Contract, overseeing the job site, and 
reporting to and implementing the instructions of 
the Joint Venture.  

3.0 Percentage Ownership. Each Venturer’s respec-
tive interest in the Joint Venture (hereinafter called 
“Percentage Ownership Interest”) as indicated below. 

LFCG has 80% ownership of the joint venture 

________ has 20% ownership of the joint venture 

3.1 The purpose of this joint venture is to develop 
penetrate the Real estate market for service provid-
ers in Bergen  

TERMS FOR
PARTICIPATION

4.0 Distributive Share. The net operating income and 
the net operating loss of the Joint Venture will be 
taken care of by LFCG. 

5.0 Bank Account. The operating account for this 
Joint Venture shall be set up at KLP Banken. The 
Operating Account shall be established in the name 
of the Joint Venture.

All payments due to the Joint Venture for perfor-
mance on the Contract shall be deposited into the 
Operating Account, and all expenses incurred under 
the Contract shall be paid out from the Operating 
Account.  

6.0 Resources. Major equipment, facilities, and all 
other resources will be provided by LFCG

7.0 Contract Oversight. As the Managing Venturer, 
LFCG is primarily responsible for Contract oversight. 
The Project Manager will be responsible for day-to-
day management and administration of the Con-
tract. Each Joint Venturer will have the right to visit 
the Contract site to evaluate contract performance.

8.0 Source of Labor. The Joint Venture will allow for 
a blended pool of labor employees of both parties. 
As the Managing Venturer, LFCG will have the first 
right to refuse employment during the performance 
phase of the Contract. The Joint Venturers will en-
sure that the Joint Venture and the small business 
partners to the Joint Venture will meet the perfor-
mance of work requirements set forth in 13 CFR 
125.8(c).

The work performed by LFCG will be more than ad-
ministrative or ministerial functions so that it gains 
substantive experience. The amount of work done 
by the Joint Venturers will be aggregated and the 
work done by the small business protégé partner 
must be at least 4% of the total done by the Joint 
Venture. All work done by the mentor and any of its 
affiliates at any subcontracting tier will be counted.
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9.0 Negotiating Small Business Contract. As the rep-
resentative of LFCG and Joint Venture Project Man-
ager, Mr. Arvid Madland Lyngnes will be responsible 
for negotiating the original contract. 

10.0 Ensured Performance. LFCG and the venture 
partner are obligated to ensure the performance of 
the Contract and to complete performance despite 
the withdrawal of any party to the Joint Venture. 

11.0 Administrative Records. Accounting and other 
administrative records including the books of the 
Joint Venture and any other records relating to the 
Joint Venture shall be kept and maintained at the 
office of LFCG.

Each Joint Venturer shall, during regular business 
hours, have access to and may inspect and copy any 
and all such books and records. The Project Manager 
shall promptly send to each Joint Venturer copies of 
all reports, correspondence, documents and other 
information sent or received by the Joint Venture.

12.0 Retention of Final Records. Accounting and oth-
er administrative records including the final original 
records of the Joint Venture and any other records 
relating to the Joint Venture shall be retained at the 
office of LFCG upon completion of the Contract per-
formed by the Joint Venture.

13.0 Quarterly Financial Statements. Quarterly 
financial statements showing cumulative contract 
receipts and expenditures (including salaries of the 
Joint Venture’s principals) will be submitted to SBA 
no later than forty-five (45) days after each operating 
quarter of the Joint Venture.

14.0 Project-End Statements. Within ninety (90) days 
of completion of the Contract, the project-end profit 
and loss statement, including a statement of final 
profit distribution, shall be submitted to SBA.

15.0 Certification of Compliance. Prior to the per-
formance of the Contract, LFCG will submit a writ-
ten certification to the contracting officer and SBA, 
signed by an authorized official of each Joint Ventur-
er, stating as follows:

(1) The parties have entered into a Joint Venture 
Agreement that fully complies with 13 CFR 125.8(b) 
(or 124.513(j), 125.18(b)(4), 126.616(e), or 127.506(e), 
as applicable); and

(2) The parties will perform the Contract in compli-
ance with the Joint Venture Agreement and with the 
performance of work requirements set forth in 13 

CFR 125.8(c) (or 124.510, 125.18(b)(3), 126.616(d), or 
127.506(d0, as applicable).

16.0 SBA Inspection Rights. The Joint Venturers will 
allow SBA’s authorized representatives, including 
representatives authorized by the SBA Office of In-
spector General(OIG) access to its files to inspect and 
copy all records and documents relating to the Joint 
Venture during normal business hours3.

17.0 Performance of Work Reports. The Managing 
Venturer will describe how it is meeting or has met 
the applicable performance of work requirements 
for the Contract by annually submitting a report to 
the Contracting Officer and to the SBA, signed by an 
authorized official of the OIG has reason to inspect 
the records, they should not be required to provide 
“reasonable notice”. Each Joint Venturer, explaining 
how the performance of work requirements are 
being met for the Contract.

At the completion of the Contract, the Managing 
Venturer will submit a report to the Contracting Of-
ficer and to the SBA, signed by an authorized official 
of each Joint Venturer, explaining how and certifying 
that the performance of work requirements were 
met for the Contract, and further certifying that the 
Contract was performed in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Joint Venture Agreement.

18.0 Miscellaneous.

18.1 Notices. Any notice required or permitted to be 
given under this Agreement shall be sufficient if in 
writing, and if (i) sent by registered or certified mail 
to the other party’s place of business contained, or 
(ii) hand-delivered to the intended party and written 
evidence thereof is obtained.

18.2 Governing Law and Forum. This Agreement 
shall be construed and administered in accordance 
with the laws of the State of GBR. 

18.3 Assignment. The rights and obligations of either 
party under this Agreement may not be assigned 
without the prior written consent of the other party.

18.4 Severability. In the event that any one or more 
of the provisions of this Agreement shall for any rea-
son be held to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable, 
the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall 
be unimpaired and shall continue in full force and 
effect.
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18.5 Mediation. If any controversy or claim arising 
cannot be agreed upon by the Joint Venturers, the 
controversy or claim shall be resolved by [insert 
name of Mediator] (“Mediator”). The Mediator shall 
decide, resolve, and determine the claim or contro-
versy. The mediator cannot make a finding, ruling, 
or enter an order that would be in conflict with or 
prohibited by SBA regulations, guidance, or infor-
mation notices governing joint ventures. The written 
decision of the Mediator shall be final and conclu-
sive upon the Venturers. Any ruling or finding by 
the mediator that amends the joint venture agree-
ment must be approved by SBA. If not approved by 
SBA such ruling(s) or finding(s) shall have no effect. 
Judgment on such decision may be entered in the 
highest court or forum having jurisdiction. While 
the mediation proceeding is pending, work on the 
Contract will continue without interruption until 
completion. The cost of the mediation shall be borne 
equally between the Joint Venturers.

18.6 Conflict with SBA’s Rules. If any provision con-
tained in this agreement is in conflict with or prohib-
ited by SBA rules, regulations, information notices 
or guidance concerning joint ventures, such provi-
sion(s) shall be null and void ab initio or interpreted 
in a manner that is consistent with SBA rules, regula-
tions, information notices or guidance. 

18.7 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, together 
with the Contract, contains the entire understanding 
of the parties with respect to the subject matter. All 
prior promises, understandings, or agreements are 
merged into this Agreement.

The Agreement is officially signed and executed by 
officials duly authorized to bind the Parties this [in-
sert date] day of [insert month], 20[insert year].
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CONTACT US

Title:

First name: Last name:

Job title:

Organisation name:

Industry: Postcode:

Phone number: Email:

I want a MEETING Invitation to SEMINAR Send a QUOTE

ARVID MADLAND LYNGNES
CEO / Regional Development

Phone
+47 924 89 993

Email
arvid@landfcg.com

L&F CG
Website
www.landfcg.com

Email
hi@landfcg.com

Please send this form via email to: hi@landfcg.com

A representative will contact you within 48 hours.
If you wold like to contact us by phone, please use contact information bellow.

REGISTER
YOUR INTEREST
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